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Abstract 
 

Microsatellites represent the most variable regions of the genome. Also, in contrast to unique 

DNA, microsatellite polymorphisms are a consequence of variability in length rather than in 

primary sequence. Moreover, microsatellites are characterized by high heterozygosity and 

presence of multiple alleles. The genomic context also has a bearing on microsatellite 

mutability. Though largely considered neutral, several observations point to selection 

pressure that leads to acquisition and maintenance of these repeats. These include selective 

accumulation of a few of all possible SSRs in complex genomes, selective accumulation of 

certain copy number for some SSRs and the presence of specific SSR binding proteins and 

transcription factors. The functional impact of SSRs in complex genomes has also been 

investigated both local as well as global regulatory roles have been assigned. More than 40 

neurological, neurodegenerative and neuromuscular disorders have been shown to be 

associated with SSR expansion thereby suggesting copy number dependent regulation. 

Repeats dispersed throughout the genome can regulate the linked loci in a coordinated 

manner by clustering them into the nuclear compartments of ‘on’ or ‘off’ state in response to 

the factors that can act on such repeat. Simple sequence repeats are thus  proposed to serve 

as landmarks that network number of unrelated loci effecting long range or global changes 

in the genome. Variations in SSRs might therefore be important players in genomes with 

relatively small divergence but disproportionate phenotypic and behavioral differences. We 

used GATA as candidate SSR to check this paradigm in human and chimpanzee genomes. The 

conservation of higher GATA numbers in many eukaryotes and a similar trend both in 

chimpanzee and human is indicative of evolutionary constraint and regulatory function for 

these loci. However, both spatial distribution of genes as well as expression pattern of genes 

at orthologous loci in human and chimpanzee with marked differences in GATA content did 

not yield any clear trend suggesting that GATA may be responsible for subtle quantitative 

differences in expression levels which may induce marked qualitative changes downstream. 

 

 

1. Background 
 

Apart from transposons, Simple Sequence Repeats (SSRs) or microsatellites form a major 

fraction (3%) of the human genome [1-3] . They are composed of short motifs of 1-6 

nucleotides found tandemly repeated throughout the genomes of prokaryotic and eukaryotic 

organisms [4,5]. There are close to 1 million copies of microsatellites in the human genome. 

Owing to degeneracy of the microsatellite loci (indels, substitutions or slippage), the actual 

number is ambiguous and varies with the criteria chosen. Microsatellite density tends to 

positively correlate with genome size (4-7). Among fully sequenced eukaryotic genomes, 

microsatellite density is highest in mammals. However, in plants, microsatellite density 

negatively correlates with genome size. This is attributed to the general paucity of 
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microsatellite seed in repetitive elements such as long terminal retrotransposons, the main 

drivers of genome expansion in plants [9]. Owing to their ubiquity, inherent variability and 

selective neutrality, microsatellites have emerged as the genetic markers of choice in recent 

years. It may however be recalled that in contrast to retrotransposons which represent identical 

by descent markers, microsatellite are identical only by state.  

 

 Microsatellites represent the most variable regions of the genome. Estimates of human 

genomic mutation rate at microsatellite loci are in the range of 10-4 to 10-2 per meiosis, several 

orders of magnitude higher than unique DNA [10]. Also, in contrast to unique DNA, 

microsatellite polymorphisms are a consequence of variability in length rather than in primary 

sequence. Moreover, microsatellites are characterized by high heterozygosity and presence of 

multiple alleles. In general, microsatellite mutability varies greatly depending on repeat 

number, length and repeated motif  [10,11]. The genomic context also has a bearing on 

microsatellite mutability. The underlying dynamics of microsatellite variability is not clearly 

understood and the two proposed models, DNA polymerase slippage and unequal 

recombination account for it only partially [10,12].  

 

Though largely considered neutral, several observations point to selection pressure that leads 

to acquisition and maintenance of these repeats. These include selective accumulation of a 

few of all possible SSRs in complex genomes, selective accumulation of certain copy number 

for some SSRs and the presence of specific SSR binding proteins and transcription factors. 

The functional impact of SSRs in complex genomes has also been investigated both local as 

well as global regulatory roles have been assigned.  

 

SSRs have been proposed to fine tune gene expression and thus contribute to phenotypic 

variation. For instance, variations in microsatellite length in the circadian gene, period, in 

Drosophila melanogaster confer variable temperature sensitivity that correlates with climate 

[13]. Similarly, variable microsatellite lengths correlate with ecological conditions in wheat 

[14,15]. SSRs have also been implicated in molecular origins of rapid and continuous 

morphological evolution in dogs, where snout length has been shown to correlate with 

variations in two microsatellites in the coding region of runx-2 gene [16,17]. Variations in the 

microsatellite length in the 5’ UTR of the gene encoding vasopressin receptor (avpr1a) 

correlate with social behavior in voles [8]. An elaborate study of several primate species and 

human suggests that the length of this microsatellite might indeed influence vasopressin 

receptor expression and social behavior [18]. More than 40 neurological, neurodegenerative 

and neuromuscular disorders have been shown to be associated with SSR expansion thereby 

suggesting copy number dependent regulation [12].  

 

A more global role with far reaching consequences has recently been hypothesized by Kumar 

et al.  suggesting that repeats play regulatory role by targeting common factors to large number 

of loci. Repeats, in particular the simple sequence repeats, are proposed to serve as landmarks 

that network number of loci.  Being repetitive in nature, such landmarks can target regulatory 

mechanisms to large number of sites with the help of very few factors. Repeats dispersed 

throughout the genome can regulate the linked loci in a coordinated manner by clustering 

them into the nuclear compartments of ‘on’ or ‘off’ state in response to the factors that can 

act on such repeat. Therefore, context of repetitive elements, their transcripts and 

developmentally regulated factors that interact with them will be the key features of this 

genome packaging code [19]. A comparative genomic analysis of microsatellite loci in closely 

related genomes may thus be able to provide an insight into their functional significance. 

 

2. Objective  
 

It is being increasingly realized that subtle rather than large scale changes may be responsible 

for the observed phenotypic and behavioral changes in closely related genomes and that 
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changes in the regulatory regions rather than in the coding sequence may be more significant. 

We have recently proposed that repeats, simple sequence repeats in particular, may link a 

large number of scattered loci for coordinated gene regulation. Variations in SSRs might 

therefore be important players in genomes with relatively small divergence but 

disproportionate phenotypic and behavioral differences. We used GATA as candidate SSR to 

check this paradigm in human and chimpanzee genomes. The human and chimpanzee 

genomes have a divergence time of approximately 6 million years, an average sequence 

divergence of approximately 1.23 % with extremely similar orthologous proteins (29% 

exactly identical with typical orthologs differing only by 2 amino acids, one per lineage) [20].  

 

 GATA SSR was chosen for this pilot study since in contrast to other tetrameric repeats, 

GATA shows a peculiar distribution (discussed later), is a predominant content of Banded 

Krait minor satellite  and has been shown to be associated with the sex determining 

chromosomes of various eukaryotes [2]. GATAn sequence was found in cDNAs encoding 

mRNAs with known functions. At least 16-18 such transcripts encode membrane-associated 

proteins [20].    Earlier studies in the lab have predicted that GATA(10-12) along with the 

flanks have high Matrix associated region potential (MAR) and GATA-MAR may have 

boundary function [2]. More recently it has been shown that GATA repeats indeed function 

as chromatin domain boundaries across the species [21]. 

 

3. Results and discussion 
     

3.1 GATA distribution in human and chimpanzee genomes 

 

The distribution of 3 or more perfect GATA copies in human and chimpanzee genomes was 

checked using in-house Perl scripts. The reference human genome (Hg18 assembly) and 

reference chimpanzee genome (PanTro2) were used for this purpose. The sequencing gaps 

(substituted by Ns) were removed from the sequence length to calculate GATA density. Also, 

the data for chromosomes 2A and 2B in chimpanzee were clubbed together to make it 

comparable to human chromosome 2 data as human chromosome 2 has evolved by the fusion 

of chimpanzee chromosome 2A and 2B [20] (Figure 1.1, Tables 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1 – GATA density in human and chimpanzee genomes. Sequencing gaps substituted 

by Ns for each chromosome in the two genomes is shown as percentage of total length in the 

foot to put the data in the context of available sequence. 

 

Table 1.1 – Chromosome wise  GATA density in Human and Chimpanzee 
genomes 

GATA DENSITY IN HUMAN GENOME (3 OR MORE PERFECT GATA) 

CH
R 

CHR_L
ENGTH 

(Mb) 

Ns 
(Mb) 

PERCE
NT Ns 

EFFECTI
VE CHR 
LENGTH 

(Ns 
subtracted

) 

GATA 
LENGT

H 

DENSIT
Y(Withou

t Ns) 

DENSITY(
With Ns) 

1 247.25 22.25 9 225 27344 121.53 110.59 

2 242.95 5.24 2.16 237.71 28792 121.12 118.51 

3 199.5 4.8 2.4 194.7 23612 121.27 118.35 

4 191.27 3.98 2.08 187.3 25908 138.33 135.45 

5 180.86 3.16 1.74 177.7 23604 132.83 130.51 

6 170.9 3.63 2.12 167.27 20020 119.68 117.14 

7 158.82 3.87 2.44 154.95 21168 136.61 133.28 

8 146.27 3.66 2.5 142.61 18748 131.46 128.17 

9 140.27 20.13 14.35 120.14 14552 121.12 103.74 

10 135.37 3.75 2.77 131.62 15212 115.57 112.37 

11 134.45 3.32 2.47 131.13 14112 107.62 104.96 

12 132.35 2.05 1.55 130.3 16096 123.53 121.62 

13 114.14 18.58 16.28 95.56 13984 146.34 122.51 

14 106.37 18.08 17 88.29 9380 106.24 88.18 

15 100.34 19 18.93 81.34 8880 109.17 88.5 

16 88.83 9.94 11.19 78.88 8580 108.77 96.59 

17 78.77 0.97 1.24 77.8 7376 94.81 93.63 

18 76.12 1.46 1.92 74.66 11416 152.91 149.98 

19 63.81 8.03 12.58 55.79 6768 121.32 106.06 

20 62.44 2.93 4.69 59.51 5816 97.74 93.15 

21 46.94 12.77 27.21 34.17 7124 208.49 151.75 

22 49.69 14.84 29.86 34.85 3236 92.85 65.12 

X 154.91 3.85 2.49 151.06 29080 192.51 187.72 

Y 57.77 32.12 55.6 25.65 11076 431.76 191.72 

        

  GATA DENSITY IN CHIMPANZEE GENOME (3 OR MORE PERFECT GATA) 

CH
R 

CHR 
LENGT
H (Mb) 

Ns 
(Mb) 

PERCE
NT Ns 

EFFECTI
VE CHR 
LENGTH 

(Ns 
subtracted

) 

GATA 
LENGT

H 

DENSIT
Y(NO 
Ns) 

DENSITY(
WITH Ns) 

1 229.97 12.78 5.56 217.19 26052 119.95 113.28 

2A 114.46 8.59 7.5 105.87 11612 109.68 101.45 
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2B 248.6 120.73 48.57 127.87 17208 134.58 69.22 

3 203.96 9 4.41 194.96 24792 127.16 121.55 

4 194.9 7.94 4.07 186.96 27512 147.16 141.16 

5 183.99 8.77 4.77 175.23 23664 135.05 128.61 

6 173.91 9.21 5.3 164.7 21108 128.16 121.37 

7 160.26 9.19 5.74 151.07 21288 140.92 132.83 

8 145.09 6.93 4.78 138.15 17840 129.13 122.96 

9 138.51 29.21 21.09 109.3 13600 124.43 98.19 

10 135 9.31 6.89 125.7 15044 119.68 111.44 

11 134.2 10.61 7.9 123.6 13564 109.74 101.07 

12 135.37 5.5 4.07 129.87 17404 134.01 128.56 

13 115.87 28.07 24.23 87.79 13056 148.71 112.68 

14 107.35 21.1 19.65 86.25 10504 121.78 97.85 

15 100.06 23.09 23.08 76.97 8668 112.61 86.63 

16 90.68 16.18 17.84 74.51 9360 125.63 103.22 

17 83.38 9.95 11.94 73.43 7444 101.38 89.27 

18 77.26 3.08 3.99 74.18 11580 156.1 149.88 

19 64.47 12.48 19.35 52 5644 108.54 87.54 

20 62.29 4.19 6.73 58.1 5840 100.51 93.75 

21 46.49 13.78 29.65 32.71 6152 188.1 132.33 

22 50.17 17.82 35.53 32.34 2508 77.55 49.99 

X 155.36 24.43 15.73 130.93 19796 151.2 127.42 

Y 23.95 1.26 5.27 22.69 4620 203.6 192.88 

 

 

As can be seen, for most chromosomes the perfect GATA density varies between 100 to 150 

base pairs/mega base, both in human and chimpanzee. In case of autosomes, GATA density 

is greatest on chromosome 21 in both human and chimpanzee. The difference in X 

chromosome densities may be accounted for by the higher proportion of Ns in the chimpanzee 

genome. However, the GATA density on Y chromosome in human and chimpanzee is not 

comparable since more than 50% of the human Y chromosome sequence consists of Ns. It 

may also be noted that the Y chromosome sequence in the Pantro 2 assembly is far from 

complete, a more complete draft sequence for chimpanzee Y has been released recently and 

it has been shown that chimpanzee and human Y are remarkably divergent in structure and 

gene content [22].   

      

It has been reported earlier that GATA shows a peculiar copy number distribution in the 

human genome vis a vis other comparable perfect tetranucleotide repeats [2]. The earlier 

results were reconfirmed on Hg18 assembly. While the abundance of other tetranucleotide 

repeats decreases with increase in copy numbers, GATA shows a steep fall until copy number 

8, followed by an increase in abundance of GATA upto copy number 12, and declines 

thereafter (Figure 4.2 and 4.3).  The extreme abundance of smaller copy number GATA 

repeats may be attributed to chance and the low abundance of higher copy number GATA to 

the higher mutation rates in longer SSR stretches. The rise in abundance of GATA (8-12), 

however, suggests that tandem GATA8 or more may have regulatory function and therefore 

under selection constraint and hence conserved. Similar type of GATA distribution is found 

in other eukaryotes as well [19].  
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 Figure 1.2 - Abundance of perfect GATAn-mers (n= 4 to 20) in the human genome (Hg 18 

assembly) – GAATn and GACAn are plotted alongside to highlight the peculiar distribution 

of GATAmers. Similar results were obtained for earlier build of human assembly by 

Subramanian et al  

 

 
 

 

Figure 1.3 – A comparative analysis of GATA copy numbers in Human and chimpanzee 

genomes – In both human and chimpanzee GATA shows similar distribution with decrease in 

abundance of GATA as the copy number increases from 4 to 8, followed by increasing 

abundance of GATA until copy number 10 in human and 11 in chimpanzee, followed by a 

rapid decline in abundance as copy numbers increase further. 

 

 

Since the pattern of GATA distribution was broadly conserved in human and chimpanzee 

genomes and has been noticed in other eukaryotic genomes as well, we hypothesized that in 

human and chimpanzee 8 or more tandem GATA may confer some regulatory function. We 

then checked if GATA (8 or more) has specific spatial distribution pattern with respect to 

genes immediately upstream or downstream. Also, if our hypothesis holds true then 

orthologous genes in human and chimpanzee flanked by differential GATA content ( 8 tandem 
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in human and less than 8 in chimpanzee and vice versa) may show  quantitative expression 

differences.      

 

3.2 Gene association with GATA locus  

 

           The spatial distribution pattern of genes around GATA in the reference human genome 

was retrieved using in-house Perl script to decipher if there is any specific pattern or distance 

preference. Loci with at least 8 tandem GATA were picked for this analysis. Only genes 

immediately upstream and downstream of GATA loci and preceding the next GATA mer (8 

or more) were considered for this analysis.  It was observed that the frequency of immediate 

genes associated with GATA decreases with distance for both upstream and downstream 

genes and most GATA loci tend to be within 100 kb of the immediate gene (Figure 1.4). To 

check whether this observation is coincidental or functionally relevant, we included 3 sets of 

random loci (50 bases) spread across all chromosomes in the human genome, instead of 

GATAmers. Since the number of loci is not similar, the frequency is plotted as a fraction of 

total number of loci considered (Figure 1.5).    

  

 
 

Figure 1.4 –Frequency of nearest upstream and downstream genes preceding the next 

GATA8, plotted against distance. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.5 - Frequency of nearest upstream genes preceding the next GATA8 and 3 sets of 

random loci, plotted as a fraction of total loci and plotted against distance. 
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Figure 1.6 - Frequency of nearest downstream genes preceding the next GATA8, and 3 sets 

of random loci, plotted as a fraction of total loci against distance. The trend lines are marked 

as linear. 

 

As can be seen, the pattern of distribution of random loci (both for upstream and downstream 

genes) is similar to the distribution of GATA8 or more suggesting that GATA 8 association 

with genes is probably random and not specific. 

 

3.3 Inferences from comparative genomics of GATA loci  

 

Using a minor variant of RISCI, GATA loci with 8 or more perfect GATA were picked up 

from the reference human genome. The orthologous locus in chimpanzee, Celera and HuRef 

genomes (Comparative genomes) was identified by separately blasting the flanks on the 

comparative genomes and retrieving the sequence that separate the flanks in the comparative 

genomes. A word size of 50 was used in the blast parameters to avoid spurious hits. In most 

cases, only one hit was obtained for upstream or downstream flanks or both, allowing 

unambiguous identification of the ortholog.  To account for the inherent variability in SSR 

loci, we also included alternate human assemblies (Celera and HuRef) in the analysis.   

 

5052 perfect GATA8 or more (GATA associated loci) were identified in the reference human 

genome. The GATA copy number varied from 8 to 17 with an average copy number of 10.81 

and average length of 43.30. Comparable numbers were also identified in Celera (4900), and 

HuRef (4861) genomes (Figure 4.7), as expected.  
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Figure 1.7 – Chromosome-wise frequency of perfect GATAmers (8 or more) in the three 

human genomes. 

 

In the human and chimpanzee comparison, the identified ortholog was annotated as NON-

DIFFERENTIAL, if it had 8 or more tandem copies of GATA in chimpanzee, Celera and 

HuRef genomes. On the other hand, if the ortholog identified in chimpanzee did not match 8 

tandem GATA copies, while the orthlogs in Celera and HuRef did, the locus was classified as 

DIFFERENTIAL.  All other cases, like no ortholog identified in one of three comparative 

genomes, or no match for 8 tandem copies in Celera and HuRef genomes were classified as 

SUBTRACTED, and were not included in further analysis.    

 

Of the 5052 GATA associated loci in the reference human genome, 4203 orthologs in Celera 

and HuRef genomes also had 8 or more tandem GATA. Of these, 2154 orthologs were 

annotated as NON-DIFFERENTIAL in chimpanzee. Another 1577 loci were annotated as 

DIFFERENTIAL. 1321 loci were annotated as SUBTRACTED (ortholog not found in one of 

the three genomes or DIFFERENTIAL in Celera and HuRef as well). The average length and 

GATA copy number of NONDIFFERENTIAL loci in the human genome equaled 44.71 and 

11.17, respectively, while the corresponding ortholog figures in chimpanzee averaged 63.11 

and 13.30, respectively. The average length and GATA copy number of DIFFERENTIAL 

loci in the human genome equaled 42.43 and 10.6, respectively, while the corresponding 

ortholog figures in chimpanzee averaged 35.73 and 6.04, respectively. The orthologous locus 

was not identified in chimpanzee for 472 loci.     

 

In the next round of comparison, 8 or more perfect GATA loci were picked from the 

chimpanzee genome and their orthologs identified in reference human, Celera and HuRef 

genomes. 4676 such GATA loci were identified in the chimpanzee genome. As in human – 

chimpanzee comparison, most of the orthologs were unambiguously identified in all 3 human 

genomes. The orthologs were annotated as NONDIFFERENTIAL if all three human 

orthologs had at least 8 tandem GATA, DIFFERENTIAL if all 3 did not match 8 tandem 

GATA or as SUBTRACTED otherwise.  2164 loci were annotated as NON DIFFERENTIAL, 

1315 as DIFFERENTIAL and 1197 as SUBTRACTED. The average length and GATA copy 

number of NONDIFFERENTIAL loci in the chimpanzee genome equaled 42.96 and 10.74, 

respectively, while the corresponding ortholog figures in reference human averaged 60.8 and 

12.6, respectively. The average length and GATA copy number of DIFFERENTIAL loci in 

chimpanzee equaled 40.75 and 10.18, respectively, while the corresponding ortholog figures 

in human averaged 32.28 and 5.01, respectively. 

 

Excluding the loci that are annotated as SUBTRACTED, in the human – chimpanzee 

comparison (8 or more perfect GATA in reference human genome and ortholog checked in 

chimpanzee, Celera and HuRef genomes) 42% of the loci are found to be DIFFERENTIAL 

between human (reference human, Celera and HuRef) and chimpanzee. However as 

mentioned before, 4203 orthologs in Celera and HuRef were NONDIFFERENTIAL. Taking 

all the remaining loci as DIFFERENTIAL (which is clearly not the case since for some loci 

the ortholog was not identified either in Celera or HuRef or in both), 14.7% of the loci are 

DIFFERENTIAL within the 3 human genomes, which is substantially lower than the 42% 

observed between human and chimpanzee. 

 

Similarly, in the chimpanzee – human comparison (8 or more perfect GATA in chimpanzee 

genome and ortholog checked in reference human, Celera and HuRef genomes), 1315 loci 37 

% (excluding SUBTRACTED loci) were found to be DIFFERENTIAL. Thus, at least 2892 

(1577+1315) orthologs are DIFFERENTIAL between human and chimpanzee genomes and 

NONDIFFERENTIAL between the three human genomes under study. 

   

The availability of comparable cross-species micro array data for human and chimpanzee 

cerebellum facilitated the testing of our hypothesis that GATA8 and above may be crucial and 
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hence specifically selected for [23] . We picked up the nearest upstream and downstream gene 

preceding the next GATA (as earlier) for loci annotated as differential and non-differential to 

check whether these genes show differential expression patterns in human and chimpanzee. 

Fold difference for genes for which expression data was available in the manuscript were 

plotted. Negative fold difference represents greater expression of the gene in chimpanzee vs 

the human homolog (Figure 4.8). 

 

     
 

 

Figure 4.8 - No discernible difference between the expression patters of differential and non-

differential genes was observed. As can be seen, differential and non-differential GATA loci 

associated genes do not seem to segregate in terms fold difference in expression levels and 

most of the data clusters around 1-2 fold difference with outliers in every group. A similar 

distribution was obtained for chimpanzee – human comparison as well. 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

The conservation of higher GATA numbers in many eukaryotes and a similar trend both in 

chimpanzee and human is indicative of evolutionary constraint and regulatory function for 

these loci. Despite the fact that approximately 40% of the orthologs in human and chimpanzee 

genomes have differential GATA content, the total number of perfect 8 or more tandem 

GATA in human and chimpanzee is similar (5052 in the human genome and 4676 in 

chimpanzee) and a similar distribution trend with GATA 8-12 being more abundant than other 

copy numbers is observed in both, suggests that differential GATA at one loci may have been 

compensated by a nondifferential GATA at an alternate loci and that GATA may have played 

a role in human- chimpanzee divergence.  However, both spatial distribution of genes as well 

as expression pattern of genes at orthologous loci in human and chimpanzee with marked 

differences in GATA content did not yield any clear trend suggesting that GATA may be 

responsible for subtle quantitative differences in expression levels which may induce marked 

qualitative changes downstream.  The fact that GATA loci are transcribed lends credence to 

this line of thought. The exact mechanism, however, needs to be explored. 
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